We analyze non-linear interactions of 2N -form Maxwell fields in a space-time of dimension D = 4N . Based on the Pasti-Sorokin-Tonin (PST) method, we derive the general consistency condition for the dynamics to respect both manifest SO(2)-duality invariance and manifest Lorentz invariance. For a generic dimension D = 4N , we determine a canonical class of exact solutions of this condition, which represent a generalization of the known non-linear duality invariant Maxwell theories in D = 4. The resulting theories are shown to be equivalent to a corresponding class of canonical theories formulatedà la Gaillard-Zumino-Gibbons-Rasheed (GZGR), where duality is a symmetry only of the equations of motion. In dimension D = 8, via a complete solution of the PST consistency condition, we derive new non-canonical manifestly duality invariant quartic interactions. Correspondingly, we construct new non-trivial quartic interactions also in the GZGR approach, and establish their equivalence with the former. In the presence of charged dyonic p-brane sources, we reveal a basic physical inequivalence of the two approaches. The power of our method resides in its universal character, reducing the construction of non-linear duality invariant Maxwell theories to a purely algebraic problem.
Introduction
Since the early years of classical electrodynamics, it is known that Maxwell's equations in empty space are manifestly invariant under continuous SO(2) duality rotations of the electric and magnetic fields. At the same time, from the very beginning of the investigation of the physical consequences of this property, specifically at the quantum level [1] , it became clear that this simple invariance opposes a severe resistance to become a symmetry of an action: if one does not want to introduce auxiliary fields, one has either to renounce to manifest Lorentz invariance, or to a local realization of the duality transformation, or to both [2] . The uplift of an SO(2) duality symmetry of the equations of motion to the level of an action becomes even more problematic for theories featuring non-linear interactions of the Maxwell fields, and/or interactions with external sources. For an account of the implications, and relevance, of more general continuous duality symmetry groups on quantum deformations, and finiteness properties, of supersymmetric field theories and supergravity theories, see e.g. [3] [4] [5] and references therein.
There are essentially three approaches to construct theories of self-interacting Maxwell fields incorporating an electromagnetic SO(2) duality invariance, one of which is a priori completely unrelated to the other two. The former is due to Gaillard and Zumino [6, 7] , and has been further developed by Gibbons and Rasheed [8] ; in the following it is referred to as GZGR approach. This method starts from a local, but in general non polynomial, Lagrangian L(F ) depending on a single field strength F = dA of a p-form potential A, and requires that the equations of motion are invariant under SO(2) rotations of the doublet F, ∂L ∂F , where ∼ denotes the Hodge dual. This requirement imposes a non-linear differential equation on L(F ), the so-called GZGR condition, which selects the duality invariant dynamics allowed for the potential A. One of the main advantages of this method is its manifest Lorentz invariance, its main drawback being that the Lagrangian itself is not invariant under duality rotations. Hence, in this formulation, duality is not a symmetry of the action, a feature with far-reaching consequences. For instance, it is extremely difficult to keep track of duality invariance in the quantized versions of self-interacting theories [5] . Moreover, when the fields are coupled to charged p-brane sources, in the GZGR approach this symmetry is eventually lost. In fact, the corresponding Dirac quantization condition (2.43) is not invariant under SO(2) rotations of the charges, as opposed to Schwinger's quantization condition (3.29) of the manifestly duality invariant approaches, see below.
The second method to construct SO(2) duality invariant theories is a non-covariant firstorder Hamiltonian approach, relying on the introduction of a doublet of field-strengths F I = dA I , I = 1, 2, and of a related Lagrangian L(F I ), which is manifestly invariant under SO(2) rotations of the potentials A I . The field equations for the A I eventually reduce to a generalized first-order Hodge duality relation between, say F 1 , and a non-linear function of F 2 . However, being of the Hamiltonian type, this approach, introduced by Henneaux and Teitelboim [9] , and applied to quadratic duality invariant theories by Schwarz and Sen [10] , and further by Deser, Gomberoff, Henneaux and Teitelboim [11, 12] , is intrinsically non-manifestly covariant under Lorentz transformations: the relativistic invariance of the action, with respect to nonstandard Lorentz transformation laws, must be established explicitly and leads, once more, to a differential equation on the Lagrangian L(F I ). In a variant of this method [13] [14] [15] , the same differential equation can be derived by a criterion due to Dirac [16] and Schwinger [17] , requiring a "canonical" equal-time Poisson bracket of the energy density T 00 (t, x) with itself.
A third systematic method to construct duality invariant theories has been proposed by Pasti, Sorokin and Tonin [18] , in the following referred to as PST approach, which relies again on a doublet of field strengths F I = dA I and, in addition, on a scalar auxiliary field a(x). This approach bears the fundamental advantage of being manifestly Lorentz invariant, as well as manifestly invariant under SO(2) duality, at the level of an action. A local shift-symmetry of the field a reduces the latter to a spurious, non-propagating, degree of freedom. The Lagrangian L(F I , a) now depends also on the field a, and the validity of the shift symmetry imposes on L(F I , a) again a differential equation, which we call the PST condition. This method has been proven to be of universal validity: it entails covariant formulations for non-linearly interacting self-dual p-forms [19, 20] , it is naturally compatible with gravity [21] , κ-symmetry [22] , with supergravity theories [23] , with S-duality [24] , and with the path integral quantization [25, 26] . As we will further illustrate in this paper, it is also particularly efficient to analyze in a systematic manner manifestly duality invariant self-interactions of higher-rank Maxwell fields in dimensions D = 4N.
The above approaches have been successfully applied to four-dimensional non-linear electrodynamics, and have essentially been proven to be equivalent to each other [3, 4, 13, 27] . More in detail, as mentioned above, in D = 4 the duality invariant non-linear interactions are governed by specific differential equations the Lagrangians L(F ), L(F I ) and L(F I , a) must satisfy. It has been shown i) that, after a suitable gauge-fixing of the auxiliary scalar field a(x), typically a(x) = x 0 , the differential equations that must be satisfied by the Lagrangians L(F I ) and L(F I , a) are the same [14] , and ii) that, once these Lagrangians satisfy these equations, the resulting dynamics can be translated into the single-field formalism of GZGR, whereby the corresponding Lagrangian L(F ) satisfies automatically the GZGR condition [13] . Actually, all three differential equations are equivalent to the Courant-Hilbert equation (2.29) , see [28] , particular solutions of which are the free Lagrangian L(F ) = − 1 4 F 2 , and the famous Born-Infeld Lagrangian [29, 30] .
Rather little is known about the SO(2)-duality invariant electrodynamics of self-interacting 2N-form Maxwell fields in dimensions D = 4N for D ≥ 8, apart from the basic results of the seminal paper [8] . The main difficulty is that, contrary to what happens in D = 4, for D ≥ 8 the generic Lagrangians depend on the field strengths F and F I not only via the "canonical" invariants F F and F F , but involve also much more complicated higher order polynomials of F . In particular, there is no general argument ensuring that the GZGR and PST approaches lead to physically equivalent theories. The main purpose of the present paper is to establish the basis for a systematic construction of these theories, and to exemplify it by deriving explicit non-trivial duality invariant interactions. Given the intrinsic complexity implied by higherrank p-form potentials, the most efficient method to cope with the arising non-linearities is the PST approach. In fact, the implementation of relativistic invariance via non-canonical Lorentz transformations within the non-covariant formalisms of [4, 9, 10] and [16, 17] would become, in this case, rather cumbersome.
We start with a review of the GZGR formalism for 2N-form Maxwell fields in 4N dimen-sions. We introduce the corresponding GZGR condition (2.17) for SO(2) duality invariant non-linear equations of motion, and present its canonical class of solutions in terms of the standard invariants F F and F F . Then we move on to the PST formulation, whose basic ingredient is the determination of the fundamental PST consistency condition (3.16) : it guarantees that the scalar auxiliary field a(x) does not propagate and, hence, that the underlying dynamics is Lorentz invariant. In fact, each (non-trivial) solution of this condition gives rise to a duality invariant self-interacting model for a Maxwell field in D = 4N. We determine a canonical class of exact solutions also of the PST condition. Although, for canonical interactions, both the GZGR and PST conditions can formally be traced back to the same Courant-Hilbert equation (2.29), a priori it is not guaranteed that the resulting dynamics are equivalent. In particular, the former condition implies duality invariance, while the latter implies Lorentz invariance (via the decoupling of the field a(x)). We then give a proof, which parallels the one developed in [13] for D = 4, that the canonical solutions of the two conditions lead, actually, to physically equivalent theories. For dimensions D ≥ 8, as mentioned above, there are Lorentz-invariant products of the fields F (or F I ) that are algebraically independent of F F and F F . For D = 8, in the search for more general solutions of the GZGR and PST conditions, we find the most general quartic invariant of the GZGR approach, which represents a deformation of the canonical theory, and, similarly, we determine the most general quartic deformation satisfying the PST condition. Again, via a direct calculation, we verify that the deformations of the two approaches describe the same physics. This leads us to the conjecture that the procedures of, i) implementing duality invariance on the equations of motionà la GZGR (keeping Lorentz invariance manifest) and, ii) realizing Lorentz invarianceà la PST at the level of an action (keeping duality invariance manifest) lead always to physically equivalent theories.
Our method for constructing duality invariant self-interactions, in both approaches, is universal, in that it is reduced to merely algebraic problems, that can be resolved iteratively in the order of the self-interaction. Nevertheless, as the linear (in)dependence of Lorentz invariant polynomials of multi-index tensor fields is a non-trivial issue, in order to extend our analysis to dimensions D ≥ 12, and to higher-order self-interactions, a more systematic procedure for solving the resulting algebraic equations would be needed. For the sake of definiteness, the analysis of the present paper is constrained to non-derivative interactions of the field strengths, although our general framework can easily be adapted to incorporate interactions of this more general kind.
According to a general argument, exemplified in [31, 32] for the four-dimensional Born-Infeld electrodynamics, duality invariant self-interactions of (2N − 1)-form Maxwell potentials in D = 4N should be intimately related with self-interacting chiral 2N-form potentials in D = 4N + 2. This relation, that provides in particular a consistency check for both types of dynamics, will be investigated in a companion paper [33] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the problem of self-interacting higher-rank Maxwell fields in the GZGR formalism, with the purpose of preparing the compar-ison with the PST formalism. Particular attention is paid to the distinctive features, and to the equivalent (and potentially inequivalent) notions of duality, in particular to the realization of S-duality. We add charged dyonic sources from the beginning, as they introduce additional differences between the two approaches. In Section 3, we rephrase the problem in the covariant, manifestly SO(2)-duality invariant, PST approach, and prove the equivalence of the corresponding canonical theories. In Section 4 we investigate the most general non-canonical quartic interactions of a non-linear Maxwell theory in D = 8. Section 5 is devoted to future perspectives.
The Gaillard-Zumino-Gibbons-Rasheed approach
For convenience, we write the space-time dimension as D = 2n, with n even, and introduce the (n − 1)-form potential A µ 1 ···µ n−1 with the associated completely antisymmetric field strength
(2.1)
The dynamics of this field is described by a Lorentz invariant local Lagrangian L(F ) which entails the field equations 1
For notational convenience, we normalize our Lagrangian in a slightly unusual way so that the Lagrangian of the free theory is 2
For a set of n completely antisymmetrized indices we introduce the compact notation M ≡ [µ 1 · · · µ n ], writing, for instance, F M ≡ F µ 1 ···µn and L = 1 2 F M F M . For a self-interacting theory, we identify the "dual" electromagnetic field with the Hodge dual of the tensor
The Hodge dual is defined in a standard manner by
where we take ε 01···2n−1 = 1, and our Minkowski metric is η µν = (1, −1, · · · , −1). Thus, Maxwell's equations for the self-interacting theory can be recast in the form
In the free theory we have L M = F M . 1 There is an ambiguity in the normalization of the derivative with respect to antisymmetric tensor fields. Our normalization is such that for a generic variation we have the natural relation δL = (∂L/∂F µ1···µn ) δF µ1···µn . 2 The actual Lagrangian is thus −L or, with a more standard normalization, −L/n!.
SO(2) duality invariant equations of motion
Inspired by the symmetric form of Maxwell's equations (2.5), we subject the doublet F M , L M to an SO(2) transformation by an angle ϕ ∈ [0, 2π]
which formally keeps the form of those equations. The transformed field strength as a function of F M is thus given by
There remains, however, the problem whether there exists a Lagrangian L ϕ ( · ) such that the putative transformed derivative L M ϕ of (2.6)
can indeed be written as
In fact, inserting the expressions (2.7) and (2.8) in the right hand side of the constitutive relation dL ϕ (F ϕ ) = dF M ϕ L ϕM , a simple calculation shows that such a Lagrangian always exists, being determined implicitly by the relation
We adopt here the convention that the unwritten indices of a product of tensors are contracted, e.g. F L ≡ F M L M . Later on we shall use a similar notation for a partial contraction of indices
The relation (2.10) associates to each Lagrangian L( · ) a transformed Lagrangian L ϕ ( · ), thereby respecting, by construction, the SO(2) group property. To determine L ϕ (·) operatively, one must express at the right hand side of equation (2.10) the field F M in terms of F M ϕ , by inverting equation (2.7), an operation that in general cannot be carried out analytically. For instance, applying the procedure to the free Lagrangian L (2.3) one has L M = F M , so that (2.7) gives F M = cos ϕ F M ϕ − sin ϕ F M ϕ . The right hand side of equation (2.10) for the transformed Lagrangian can then be computed to be L ϕ (F ϕ ) = 1 2 F M ϕ F ϕM , meaning that the SO(2) map leaves the free Lagrangian unaltered, L ϕ ( · ) = L( · ), as expected.
Introducing the fictitious Lagrangian
the map (2.10), which defines the transformed Lagrangian, can be recast in the alternative form
Notice that, despite the formal similarity, the Lagrangian G(F ) (2.12) differs from the Legendre transform of L(F ) by a factor of 1/2. For the free Lagrangian (2.3) one has G(F ) = 0.
The GZGR condition
Eventually, we are interested in Lagrangians that remain unaltered under a generic SO(2) transformation (2.10). We say that a Maxwell theory based on a Lagrangian L such that
is duality invariant. Recalling equation (2.10), this means that under a duality rotation the Lagrangian L(F ) itself is not invariant, but must rather obey the transformation law, first given for D = 4 in [34] ,
Using the equivalent definition of L ϕ ( · ) (2.13), this law can also be expressed as the condition that the Lagrangian (2.12) is invariant under the duality transformation of the field (2.7)
G(F ϕ ) = G(F ). As in the GZGR formulation SO(2) is not realized as a Noether symmetry, there is no "canonical" local conserved current associated with it. However, if we admit a mild non-locality, then a conserved current can be constructed. In fact, the equation of motion for A µ 1 ···µ n−1 in (2.5) can be "solved" in terms of the S-dual potential A d µ 1 ···µ n−1 , see below, by setting
(2.18)
A conserved current is then given by
where we adopted the notation (2.11). Using Maxwell's equations (2.5), and the GZGR condition (2.17), one verifies that ∂ µ j µ = 1 n F F − L L = 0.
S-duality
Although equations (2.15) and (2.17) are equivalent formulations of the same physical condition on the dynamics of the electromagnetic field, the former entails some properties which appear rather hidden in the latter. Choosing the angle ϕ = π/2, and denoting the dual field by F M π/2 ≡ F M d , from formula (2.7) and the invariance condition (2.15) we obtain
These relations, in D = 4, are sometimes interpreted by saying that in a duality invariant theory the Lagrangian is invariant under a Legendre transform. However, this is not the case, since the dual field F M d as a function of F M is not the derivative ∂L/∂F M , but rather its Hodge dual. It is, in fact, a known result that the only Lagrangians that are fixed points of the Legendre transform are the free ones L(q) = 1 2 q 2 , see for instance [35] 3 . The actual content of the relations (2.20) is, rather, the S-duality invariance of the theory, as a consequence of its SO(2) duality invariance. To perform the S-duality transformation of the action 
Inverting this relation to compute F M = F M (F d ), and using this expression to eliminate from the action (2.21) F in favor of F d , one obtains the action for the S-dual potential
where in the last step we have used (2.20) . The Lagrangian for the S-dual field strength F d has, thus, the same functional form as the original Lagrangian. Finally, evaluating the transformation law (2.8) at ϕ = π/2 we obtain L M π/2 = F M , i.e. (see (2.9))
The same relation can be obtained by taking the derivative of the first equation in (2.20) with respect to F M d . This implies that the S-duality invariance relations (2.20) are, in turn, equivalent to the statement that the functional relations that give F in terms of F d , and F d in terms of F , are the same, apart from a minus sign. To the extent that the transformation leading from (2.21) to (2.22) can be implemented semi-classically in a functional integral approach, Sduality amounts to an invariance under a functional Fourier transform, rather than under a Legendre transform.
Finally, if we choose ϕ = π, from (2.7) we obtain F M π = −F M , and the SO(2) invariance condition (2.15) then tells us that the Lagrangian is an even function of the field strength: L(−F ) = L(F ). This implies that the Lagrangian of a duality invariant theory, if analytic, can contain only even powers of the field strength. This information is, actually, redundant in D = 4, as the traces of a product of an odd number of F µν 's are identically zero. This is no longer the case in dimensions D ≥ 8, where the invariant products of an odd number of field strengths are in general non-vanishing; these products are, hence, forbidden by SO(2) duality invariance.
For later reference, we introduce also the generalized electric and magnetic fields associated with the field strength F µ 1 ···µn , which are spatial antisymmetric tensors of rank n − 1,
In terms of these fields we have the decompositions (to simplify the comparison with the PST approach, the spatial indices are here contracted with the Minkowski metric η ij = −δ ij )
(2.25)
Canonical theories
A series of analytical solutions of the GZGR condition (2.17) can be established, if we assume that the Lagrangian depends on the field strength F only via the fundamental invariants F F and F F . 4 For comparison with the PST approach, where Lorentz invariance holds only for a constrained class of Lagrangians, we consider here a slightly larger class of Lagrangians, namely those which are generic functions of the three independent complete contractions between E i 1 ···i n−1 and B i 1 ···i n−1 , that is to say, EE, BB, and EB. We rearrange these variables in the three combinations {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 } ≡ P
We call a theory canonical, if its Lagrangian is a function L(P ) of only these variables. In general, these Lagrangians are only invariant under the spatial rotations of SO(D − 1). A canonical theory is Lorentz invariant, if ∂L/∂P 3 = 0. As for the GZGR condition (2.17) for duality invariance, it translates into a differential equation for the function L(P ). Introducing the notation L i = ∂L/∂P i , with i = 1, 2, 3, a simple calculation gives
In particular, for a Lorentz invariant theory, the condition for duality invariance simplifies to the known form
With the change of variables P 1 = p + q, P 2 = −pq, the latter can be further recast in the equivalent form L p L q = 1, (2.29) whose general solution has been given by Courant and Hilbert [28] . For a discussion of the physically interesting solutions of this equation, see, for instance, [14, 36, 37] . The free Lagrangian (2.3) corresponds to the solution L = P 1 of equation (2.28), and the one generalizing the four-dimensional Born-Infeld Lagrangian 2 − det(η µν + F µν ) − 1 to dimensions D ≥ 8 is represented by the solution 5
Actually, the general solution of equation (2.28) has a universal structure up to terms of the eighth power in F
where b is a constant. The Born-Infeld Lagrangian corresponds to b = −1. From this formula we also see that the quartic deformation of the Lagrangian of a (Lorentz invariant) canonical theory is universal, being given by
We emphasize that for dimensions D ≥ 8, contrary to what happens in a four-dimensional spacetime, the polynomials (2.26) do by no means exhaust the algebraically independent Lorentz scalars one can form with an antisymmetric field strength F µ 1 ···µn . Therefore, in those dimensions, the solutions of the Courant-Hilbert equation (2.28), or (2.29), do not exhaust the solutions of the GZGR condition (2.17). This more general problem will be investigated in Section 4.
Coupling to sources
There are couplings of the electromagnetic field with external sources (or external fields), that preserve duality as a dynamical symmetry, and couplings that preserve it only at a formal level. We say that an invariance represents a dynamical symmetry of a theory, if it can be realized as a Noether symmetry of the action. Since in the GZGR formulation SO(2) duality does not appear as a symmetry of this kind, it is not obvious how to distinguish couplings which maintain SO(2) as a dynamical symmetry, from those which violate it. On the other hand, this distinction is straightforward in the PST formulation, where SO(2) is a dynamical symmetry, see Section 3. In general, among the interactions with external fields which preserve SO(2) as a dynamical symmetry there is, for instance, the gravitational coupling to a metric g µν (x). Conversely, the coupling to charged sources violates this symmetry, keeping it only on a formal level, that is to say, the action remains invariant under SO(2) rotations if one includes also a rotation of the charges. A physical consequence is that the duality current (2.19) is no longer conserved, even if the charged objects become dynamical.
Currents and Dirac-branes
We consider a set of R charged dyonic (n − 2)-branes, with electric charges e 1 r and magnetic charges e 2 r , sweeping out the (n−1)-dimensional boundaryless world-volumes M r , r = 1, · · · , R. Each world-volume is associated with a conserved current J µ 1 ···µ n−1 r (x) -a tensorial δ-function with support on M r -satisfying ∂ µ 1 J µ 1 ···µ n−1 r = 0. As in four-dimensional space-time, the coupling of a Maxwell field to charged dyonic sources requires, in addition, the introduction of R Dirac-branes N r , that is to say, R n-dimensional submanifolds whose boundaries are the world-volumes M r , ∂N r = M r . The tensorial δ-function supported on the Dirac-brane N r is an antisymmetric tensor field C µ 1 ···µn r (x) of rank n, which by definition is related to the current by the relation 6 J µ 1 ···µ n−1
Obviously, the Dirac-branes are not uniquely determined by the relation ∂N r = M r . If we choose a different Dirac-brane N * r satisfying ∂N * r = M r , the combined brane N * r − N r is, in turn, a boundaryless n-dimensional submanifold, and hence it is the boundary of an (n + 1)dimensional submanifold S r . Poincaré duality then implies for the associated antisymmetric tensorial δ-functions the relation
r is the tensorial δ-function on S r . Obviously, the choice of one Dirac-brane or another should not produce any observable physical effect. 6 In Differential Geometry, the tensor J µ1···µn−1 r is the Hodge dual of the Poincaré-dual (D − n + 1)-form Φ r of the world-volume M r , and, similarly, C µ1···µn r is the Hodge dual of the Poincaré-dual (D − n)-form Ψ r of the Dirac-brane N r . The relation (2.33) is then mapped to the equality between differential forms Φ r = dΨ r , a basic ingredient of the notion of Poincaré duality.
We can now introduce the total currents and Dirac-brane δ-functions (I = 1, 2)
which are related by the constitutive relations
The coupling of our self-interacting Maxwell field to the system of charged (n − 2)-branes is then described by the action
and, accordingly, the sourceless Maxwell equations (2.5) are modified to
These equations still respect the duality invariance (2.6), if we promote the charge vectors to SO(2) doublets e I r = (e 1 r , e 2 r ), so that also the current vector J I in (2.35) transforms as an SO(2) doublet 7 . As we see, in the Lagrangian (2.37) the couplings of the two types of charges appear in an asymmetrical fashion: the electric charges are coupled via a minimal coupling of J 1 to A, whereas the magnetic charges are coupled through the Dirac-branes C 2 via an additive modification of the field strength dA. Conversely, as we will see in the next Section, in the manifestly duality invariant PST approach both types of charges will be coupled in both ways: via a minimal coupling and via a Dirac-brane.
If the Lagrangian L satisfies the GZGR condition (2.15), or (2.17), the S-duality transformation of the action (2.37) can again be performed explicitly, see Section 2.3. This time we find, in place of (2.22),
As in the sourceless case, the non-linear kinetic term of the dual field strength equals the original one, but the electric and magnetic charges have interchanged their role according to the replacements C 1 → C 2 , C 2 → −C 1 , or e 1 r → e 2 r , e 2 r → −e 1 r . This transformation corresponds to the generator 0 1
of the discrete subgroup Z 4 of SO(2), corresponding to the rotation angle ϕ = π/2, which represents, indeed, S-duality.
Charge quantization
The S-dual action (2.39) contains, actually, the unexpected additional term − C 1 C 2 d D x, built with the δ-functions supported on the Dirac-branes, which at first sight does not admit a simple interpretation. However, it becomes innocuous if we resort to Dirac's quantization condition, inherent in every physical system of charged objects endowed with electric as well as magnetic charges. In fact, although the action (2.37) formally exhibits a dependence on the choice of Dirac-branes N r , this dependence becomes spurious if the charges e I r satisfy the Dirac quantization condition. The argument is standard, but as there will emerge a basic difference with the manifestly SO(2) invariant PST approach, we sketch it here briefly.
If we make the change of Dirac-branes N r → N * r , the corresponding δ-functions change according to the rule (2.34). If we want to keep the field strength F µ 1 ···µn in (2.37) unalteredan observable quantity -then the gauge field A must change by a combination of the Hodge duals of the tensors D r , involving the magnetic charges e 2 r ,
Under this transformation, the minimal-interaction term produces in the action (2.37) the "Dirac anomaly"
However, according to Poincaré duality, the integrals appearing in the Dirac anomaly just count the number of intersections N rs between the (n − 1)-dimensional submanifold occupied by the s-th (n − 2)-brane, and the (n + 1)-dimensional submanifold S r involved in the change of the r-th (n − 2)-brane, see for instance [38] . More precisely, we have D r J s d D x = (n − 1)!N rs .
Recalling that the actual action is given by Although not invariant, if the original product is an integer multiple of 2π, so is the final one, in compatibility with Dirac's condition (2.43 ). This signals that, in the GZGR formulation, in the presence of sources quantum effects break the continuous SO(2) symmetry of the equations of motion down to its discrete subgroup Z 4 (see [26] for a concrete realization of the symmetry Z 4 in the context of a relativistic quantum field theory of dyons in four dimensions). Returning to the additional term in the S-dual action (2.39), this term can now be rewritten as the double sum
This time, the integral counts the number of intersections M rs of the Dirac-branes as C r C s d D x = n!M rs . If the charges satisfy the quantization condition (2.43), then this term drops out from the exponential exp i n! I[A d ] , and so is physically irrelevant. Finally, the couplings appearing in the action (2.37) can also be traded for interactions with external fields, as they typically occur in type IIA and type IIB supergravity theories. In this case, the n-forms C I turn into Chern-Simons forms constructed with products of other p-form potentials, or into spinor bilinears, or into a sum of such terms.
The manifestly SO(2) invariant PST approach
We investigate now the dynamics of a non-linear Maxwell theory in a two-potential formulation. For notational convenience, we write the dimension as D = 2n = 2p + 2, where the integer p = n − 1 is odd. For this purpose, we introduce a doublet of p-form potentials A I µ 1 ···µp , with I = 1, 2. Their magnetic coupling to the dyonic sources introduced in Section 2.5, see equations (2.33)-(2.36), is then realized via the modified field strengths
which satisfy the Bianchi identities
Aim of this Section is to generalize the non-manifestly covariant approaches of the two-potential formulations of references [10, 13] , to determine all possible manifestly SO(2)-duality invariant self-interactions of n-form Maxwell-fields, thereby keeping also Lorentz invariance manifest. As anticipated in the Introduction, the most efficient method for the realization of this program is represented by the PST approach [3, 18] .
The key ingredient in this formalism is a scalar auxiliary field a(x), whose gradient ∂ µ a we suppose to be a non-vanishing time-like vector. Then we can introduce the unit vector
which allows to decompose a generic antisymmetric tensor in a component along v µ , and a component orthogonal to it. We exemplify the procedure for the fields we are interested in, namely the field strengths (3.1). For this purpose, we define their parallel components E I , and their orthogonal components B I , both tensors of rank p, as
Then, the field strengths can be decomposed as
The symbols E I and B I have not been chosen by chance, for if we set v µ = δ µ0 , then the tensors (3.3) have only spatial components, which reduce precisely to the electric and magnetic fields (2.24) associated with an antisymmetric Maxwell tensor. There are some useful identities regarding the invariant squares one can form with the field strengths F I (the contracted indices of biproducts are suppressed also in this section)
5)
to be compared with the relations (2.25) . Integrating the second decomposition in (3.5) over the whole space-time, inserting the expressions for the field strengths (3.1), and using the relations for the currents (2.36), we obtain the further useful identity
Covariant action and PST condition
The action we propose is a functional of the doublet A I and of the auxiliary field a, whereas the sources J I r , or C I r , are considered as external fields. It has the manifestly SO(2) invariant form
where the Hamiltonian N (B) is a Lorentz and SO(2) invariant function of the magnetic fields only. In fact, N (B) will become the true Hamiltonian after the elimination of, say, the gauge field A 1 in favour of A 2 , see Section 3.2. This action can be also written in an alternative, non-manifestly SO(2) invariant form, using the identity (3.6) for I = 1 and J = 2,
For the choice v µ = δ µ0 , and in the absence of sources, the action S[A, a] reduces i) for N B = to the non-covariant interacting theories of reference [13] . The overall coefficient has been chosen to match with the normalization of the GZGR action (2.3), see below, while the relative coefficient between the kinetic terms EB and the minimal-coupling terms AJ is fixed by the peculiar PST-symmetries of the action, to be discussed in a moment.
As for every theory of bosonic fields, the action (3.7) is of second order in the derivatives and, as it stands, propagates two gauge potentials. To retrieve the correct number of degrees of freedom, the resulting second-order equations of motion should reduce spontaneously to firstorder differential equations, which eventually should assume the form of a non-linear Hodgeduality relation between the two field strengths; this would then trace the dynamics back to a single Maxwell field. The other peculiar aspect of the action (3.7) is the presence of the auxiliary field a, which eventually should not represent a physical degree of freedom. Both these goals -halving the degrees of freedom of the Maxwell fields, and eliminating the auxiliary field aare achieved by means of the PST symmetries.
Symmetries and equations of motion
The action (3.7) is trivially invariant under the standard gauge transformations δA I
To establish the occurrence of additional local symmetries of the action we first determine its variation δS = δS δA + δS δa (3.9) under arbitrary variations of the potentials and of the auxiliary field. Under a change A I → A I + δA I the action varies as
while for a → a + δa one finds 2 , but the second term drops out from the right hand side of equation (3.11) . Above, we have introduced the p-rank tensor doublets
Notice that the variation ε IJ δA I J J canceled out against a similar term arising from the variation of the kinetic term ε IJ E I B J of the action (3.7). This compensation imposes, indeed, both the presence and the normalization of the minimal-interaction term in (3.7). Vice versa, the presence of the minimal-interaction term would force the presence of the Poincaré-duals C I of the Dirac-branes in the field strengths (3.1). From the form of the above variations it is immediately seen that the action is invariant under the transformations (PST1)
where λ I µ 1 ···µ p−1 is an antisymmetric transformation parameter of rank p − 1. In this case we have trivially δS δa = 0, whereas the vanishing of δS δA follows via an integration by parts. Notice that the transformations (3.13) are a symmetry of the action (3.7), independently of the functional form of N (B). There is a further, more involved, potential symmetry of this action, that shifts the auxiliary field a by an arbitrary scalar field Φ. It has the form (PST2)
Under these transformations the total variation of the action (3.9) combines into the compact expression
Therefore, the scalar field a(x) becomes a spurious degree of freedom, if the Hamiltonian N (B) satisfies the PST condition (generalizing analogous conditions found previously for fourdimensional space-times [3, 4] )
In fact, by construction the magnetic fields B I and the tensors N I have no components along the direction v µ , i.e. v µ 1 B I µ 1 ···µp = 0 = v µ 1 N I µ 1 ···µp . In the PST approach, once the field a(x) has been gauge-fixed, the constraint (3.16) represents eventually the condition for Lorentz invariance, whereas SO(2) invariance is manifest. Conversely, in the GZGR approach, the constraint (2.17) represents the condition for SO(2) invariance, whereas Lorentz invariance is manifest.
If the condition (3.16) holds, the equation of motion of the scalar field takes a particularly simple form. In fact, enforcing (3.16) , and recalling the definition of the tensors h I (3.12), from the general variations of the action (3.10) and (3.11) we derive the field equations for A I and a, respectively,
In equation (3.17) the antisymmetrization over all Lorentz indices is understood. As the field a is a pure-gauge degree of freedom, its equation of motion should not add any new dynamical constraint on the system. In fact, it is easily seen that equation (3.18) is a mere consequence of the equations of motion of the gauge potentials (3.17), which are hence the only ones we have to cope with. Due to the Poincaré lemma, the general solution of these equations can be written in the
for some doublet of tensor fields Λ I µ 1 ···µ p−1 . On the other hand, under a PST1 transformation (3.13) we have 
In the PST1-gauge where h I = 0, it reduces to the simpler expression
It matches with the corresponding current (2.19) of the GZGR approach, if we set A 2 = A, A 1 = −A d , and enforce the identifications (3.33) below. Using the identities in (3.5), and the gauge-fixed equation of motion (3.21), the divergence of j µ can be computed to be
which indeed vanishes thanks to the SO(2) invariance of N (B). The conserved SO(2)-duality charge is thus given by
In four-dimensional space-time, the expression (3.22) reduces to the known duality current, see for instance [40, 41] . If, in D = 4, we consider the linear theory, then the quantity Q/ can be seen to be equal to the difference of the numbers of photons with positive and negative helicity, see for instance [41] . For a non-linear theory in a generic D-dimensional space-time the physical interpretation of the duality charge (3.23) still needs to be investigated.
S-duality. As we did for the GZGR formulation in Section 2.3, we now test the properties of the action (3.7) under an S-duality transformation. The procedure is standard: we consider the field strengths (3.1) as independent fields F I µ 1 ···µn , and impose the Bianchi identities (3.2) via a Lagrange multiplier doublet A I µ 1 ···µ n−1 , which represent the S-dual potentials. The S-dual field strengths are hence given by
Then the action (3.7) is equivalent to the action 
Charge quantization
Again we may ask to which extent the action ( (2) is not a symmetry of the action and so the corresponding quantization condition (2.43) is not constrained by this symmetry.
Therefore, in the presence of sources, we cannot expect the two formulations to be equivalent; actually, they will not be so, as we will see in the next section. The difference between the quantization conditions (2.43) and (3.29) has important physical consequences. In particular, in D = 4, the GZGR approch entails a phenomenon known as spin-statistics transmutation: it turns the r-th dyon from a boson into a fermion, and vice versa, if the integer e 1 r e 2 r /2π is odd , see for instance [39] . No such phenomenon occurs in the PST approach, where Schwinger's quantization condition (3.29) does not require any relation between the charges e 1 r and e 2 r of the r-th (n − 2)-brane.
Relation with the GZGR approach
As mentioned earlier, there is no stringent a priori reason for which the GZGR and PST approaches should be physically equivalent; rather, as in D = 4, this equivalence must be established case by case. Before facing the issue of the equivalence, we must determine the precise relation between the two formulations. There are essentially two possible ways to establish such a relation in practice.
Method I. The first method requires to invert the generalized self-duality conditions (3.21) to express the electric and magnetic fields of one field strength in terms of those of the other, say
Recalling the decompositions (3.3), (3.4), these relations allow to express the field strength F 1 in terms of F 2 and of the auxiliary field a,
However, as the action (3.7) is invariant under the PST2 transformations (3.14), so must be the equations of motion. Now, since we have already fixed the PST1 transformations according to (3.21), i.e. h I = 0, the former simply reduce to δa = Φ, δA I = 0. This implies that in the (Lorentz invariant) relations (3.31) there is, actually, no dependence on a! As a last step, one should be able to rewrite these relations in the form
for some Lagrangian L(F 2 ). Indeed, the second method ensures that this is always possible, see below. Then, via the identifications
the Bianchi identities (3.2) go indeed over to the GZGR Maxwell equations (2.38) 9 . After that, there remains the problem to analyze the interrelation between the PST condition (3.16) and the GZGR condition (2.17), in general a non-trivial task, see Section 3.3.1 for the particular case of the canonical theories.
Method II. The second method to relate the two formulations aims to reconstruct the GZGR action (2.37) from the PST action (3.7), by eliminating, say, the potential A 1 . Correspondingly, we enforce the (gauge-fixed) equation of motion (3.21) only for the potential A 1 , namely h 2 = 0, or
and we invert it to determine B 1 = B 1 (E 2 , B 2 ). Substituting this relation in the PST action (3.7), or better, in its equivalent form (3.8), we see that the resulting action becomes a functional of only A 2 of the form
where the Lagrangian N (B) , and vice versa. In particular, from the generalized duality relationsequation (3.32) in the GZGR formulation, and equations (3.21) in the PST formulation -we derive the corresponding symplectic differential identities
Via the identification A 2 = A, the action (3.35) matches with the GZGR action I[A] (2.37), modulo the last term. This term represents a non-trivial self-interaction of the Dirac-branes, and signals the inequivalence of the two formulations in the presence of sources:
Notice that under a change of Dirac-branes (2.34) this term changes by (3.36) . As this relation is of purely classical origin, it is problematic to argue that the two quantum effective actions are the same, although they carry the same Dirac anomaly and are (presumably) both invariant under SO(2).
In conclusion, the PST formalism for a duality invariant non-linear Maxwell theory always allows to construct an equivalent, manifestly Lorentz invariant, theory in terms of a single field strength F = dA, and a related Lagrangian L(F ), as foreseen by the GZGR approach. However, it is not guaranteed that L(F ) satisfies the GZGR condition (2.17), which would ensure the SO(2) duality invariance of the resulting equations of motion. The path can also be inverted: starting from a Lorentz invariant Lagrangian L(F ) satisfying the GZGR condition, the Legendre transform (3.36) reconstructs a Hamiltonian N (B) that satisfies automatically the PST condition, but it is not guaranteed that this Hamiltonian is invariant under SO(2). This issue will be settled explicitly in Section 3.3.1 for the case of canonical theories.
Linear theory and deformations
We now exemplify the above methods for the linear theory, where both can be carried out analytically. This theory is represented by the quadratic Hamiltonian N (B 
According to the first method, we have to put these relations in the form F 1 = F 1 (F 2 ). For this purpose, we introduce the doublet of n-rank antisymmetric tensors 41) we see that equations (3.40 ) are equivalent to the manifestly covariant relations H I = 0, i.e.
Comparing with the general formula (3.32), we have thus retrieved the quadratic Lagrangian L(F 2 ) = 1 2 F 2 F 2 of the GZGR formulation. Proceeding with the second method, we enforce the equation of motion (3.40) for A 1
Inserting the Hamiltonian of the linear theory N (B) = 1 2 B I B I , and replacing B 1 with E 2 , the Lagrangian (3.36) then becomes, see (3.5) , 
where the so-defined tensor V µ 1 ···µp (E 2 , B 2 ) starts with cubic powers of B 2 and E 2 . Inserting the magnetic field B 1 (3.46), and the decomposition of the Hamiltonian (3.44), in the general formula for the GZGR Lagrangian (3.36), we see that the terms linear in the deformation V(E 2 , B 2 ) drop out, and we obtain
A comparison with the decomposition (3.45) then yields that, at quartic order, the GZGR deformation K(F ) is related to the PST deformation M(B) by the simple formula
This implies, in particular, that there is a universal simple relation between the quartic interactions of the two formulations, which we will investigate in Section 4. According to the general characteristics of Method II, formula (3.48) also shows that, once we replace B 1 with E 2 in the quartic term M(B) 4 of the deformation M(B), and the former satisfies the PST condition (3.16), we automatically obtain a Lorentz invariant quartic polynomial K(F ) 4 in F 2 = F . However, even restricting ourselves to quartic deformations, and despite the simple relation (3.48), there does not seem to exist a simple argument showing the equivalence between the GZGR and PST approaches, i.e. an argument proving that, once M(B) 4 is an SO(2)-invariant polynomial, then K(F ) 4 satisfies the GZGR duality condition (2.17), and vice versa.
Canonical theories
Parallel to the GZGR formulation, see Section 2.4, there is a class of theories for which the Hamiltonian N (B) 
Accordingly, we write the Hamiltonian of a canonical theory as N (Q) 11 . Correspondingly, the theory is duality invariant, if ∂N /∂Q 3 = 0. Introducing the notation N i = ∂N /∂Q i , for this particular functional dependence the PST condition (3.16) can be evaluated to be
(3.51)
Since equation (3.16) ensures the decoupling of a or, equivalently, the relativistic invariance of the underlying theory, we so derive the conditions
For a duality invariant theory, N 3 = 0, the first equation reduces to The universal quartic deformation in a canonical theory is thus given by
(3.55) There is a surprising formal coincidence of the equations appearing in (2.27) and (3.52). However, the role of the conditions is flipped: the equation that ensures Lorentz invariance on the PST side ensures duality invariance on the GZGR side, and vice versa. We did not find any deeper reason, or interpretation, of this "duality", which remains thus mysterious 12 . 11 In D = 4, the polynomials Q 1 and Q 2 are the unique independent Lorentz-and duality-invariant polynomials one can form with the vectors B I µ . In four dimensions, the invariant Q 2 is usually written as the square W µ W µ of the vector [13, 32] W
which resembles, in a sense, the invariant (F F ) 2 of the GZGR formulation. In fact, in D = 4, the usual formula for the product of two Levi-Civita tensors yields for this square the simple expression W µ W µ = 16Q 2 . In contrast, for D ≥ 8 the same calculation yields for W µ W µ a sum of a variety of quartic polynomials, see equation (4.40) in D = 8, which would not allow for simple solutions of the PST condition (3.16) . 12 In D = 4, and for N 3 = 0 = L 3 , the fact that with an appropriate choice of quadratic and quartic canonical invariants the Lorentz invariance condition on the PST side, and the duality condition on the GZGR side, are formally identical, has first been noted in [14] . The authors of this reference ascribe this coincidence to a "natural" property of the Legendre transform (3.36), without furnishing, however, any motivation.
Linking the PST and GZGR formulations
If we choose v µ = (1, 0, · · · , 0), the non-vanishing components of the magnetic fields are the spatial components B I i 1 ···i n−1 . Then, as in the polynomials (3.49) all indices are pairwise contracted, the map (3.36) associates to a generic canonical Hamiltonian N (Q) a generic canonical Lagrangian L(P ), depending on all three invariants P 1 , P 2 and P 3 , see (2.26). As we saw in Section 3.2, N (B) satisfies the PST condition (3.16) , if and only if L(F ) is Lorentz invariant. For canonical theories, this implies that N (Q) satisfies the differential equation in (3.52) , if and only if L 3 = 0, see (2.27), i.e. if L(P ) does not depend on P 3 . This is the first point we want to check explicitly in this section. The second point we want to prove is, instead, a non-trivial result: L(P ) satisfies GZGR condition in (2.27) , if and only if N 3 = 0, i.e. if N (Q) does not depend on Q 3 . In other words, L(P ) is duality invariant, if and only if N (Q) is so. As the relation (3.36) between L(P ) and N (Q) is only implicit, the calculations are rather cumbersome and we relegate them to Appendix A. The results of this section represent, in particular, a generalization to generic dimensions D ≥ 8 of a seminal analysis performed for vector potentials in D = 4 in reference [13] .
The main result of Appendix A are the relations between the derivatives of N (Q) and L(P ) (due to the identification F = F 2 , we have that P 3 = −nQ 3 , see the formulas in (2.26) and (3.49))
56)
where Q 1 and Q 2 can, in turn, be expressed in terms of P 1 , P 2 and P 3 , see formulas (A.5) and (A.6). As shown in Appendix A, using these expressions one can prove the following two basic identities
The identity (3.57) provides a check of the first point mentioned above, i.e. the equivalence between the PST condition in (3.52), and the Lorentz invariance of the GZGR formulation. The third relation in (3.56) proves, instead, the second point, namely that the PST Hamiltonian is duality invariant, N 3 = 0, if and only if the related equations of motion of the GZGR theory are so, see (2.27) . Finally, the identity (3.58) proves the double implication, holding for Lorentz and duality invariant theories,
In other words, the Legendre transformation (3.36) associates to each solution N (Q 1 , Q 2 ) of equation (3.53) a solution L(P 1 , P 2 ) of equation (2.28), and vice versa. This means thatin the case of canonical theories -a duality invariant Hamiltonian N (B) satisfying the PST condition (3.16) is associated with a unique Lorentz invariant Lagrangian L(F ) satisfying the GZGR condition (2.17), and vice versa. We conjecture that this important relation holds also for generic theories -not depending solely on canonical invariants -as we shall verify explicitly for generic quartic interactions in D = 8 in Section 4. In general, the map L(P ) ↔ N (Q) is difficult to realize explicitly. Apart from the quadratic theory, it is easy to determine explicitly the Hamiltonian N BI (Q) associated to the Born-Infeld Lagrangian L BI (P ) (2.30). As L BI (P ) satisfies the first differential equation in (3.59), it is guaranteed that N BI (Q) satisfies the second differential equation. In fact, in this case we have L 2 = −L 1 , and so the relations (3.56) imply N 2 = nN 1 , with N 1 > 0 for small fields. The second equation in (3.59) then reduces to N 1 = 1/ 1 − nQ 1 − n 2 Q 2 , yielding 13
More in general, as the canonical quartic interactions of both the GZGR and PST formulations are universal, they must go over into each other. Indeed, from their explicit expressions (2.32) and (3.55), respectively, we see that they fit with the matching condition (3.48), if we set c = −nb: operating the replacement B 1 → E 2 , the deformation −nM(B) of (3.55) goes over into the Lorentz invariant deformation K(F ) (2.32).
Duality invariant quartic interactions in D = 8
It seems rather difficult to solve the PST condition (3.16) analytically, if we allow the Hamiltonian N (B) to be a generic SO(2)-duality invariant (and formally Lorentz invariant) function of the fields B I , as it is difficult to solve the GZGR condition (2.17) for a generic Lorentz invariant Lagrangian L(F ). In this section, we face this problem for a self-interacting Maxwell theory in an eight-dimensional space-time, with the aim of determining the most general quartic interactions satisfying these conditions. As in this case we have no a priori indication of the equivalence of the PST and GZGR approaches, concerning duality, one of our purposes will be to investigate their interrelation.
Quartic deformations in the GZGR formulation
As we are only interested in quartic deformations, we rewrite the GZGR condition (2.17) as a condition on the deformation K(F ) introduced in equation (3.45), i.e. L(F ) = 1 2 F F + K(F ). Denoting the derivatives of K(F ) with respect to the field strength by
the GZGR condition F F = L L translates into the differential equation for K(F )
As K(F ) starts with terms of order F 4 , the left hand side of this equation is of order F 4 , while its right hand side starts with terms of order F 6 . Therefore, understanding henceforth with K(F ) the quartic deformation of the theory, equation (4.1) reduces to the linear equation F K = 0, which can be read as an invariance condition for K(F ):
The main purpose of this section is to determine the most general Lorentz invariant solution K(F ) of this equation, which represents, hence, the most general duality invariant quartic deformation within the GZGR approach. We begin by writing down a basis for the independent Lorentz invariant quartic polynomials one can form with the field strength F µ 1 ···µ 4 . There are four of them 14
where again we understand that the non-written indices are contracted. Now we have to solve the algebraic problem of determining the combinations of these polynomials that satisfy the invariance condition (4.2), alias the GZGR condition. Although the involved tensor algebra is conceptually simple, there are some hidden relations inherent in it, expressed by the following identities. The first identity is, actually, straightforward and introduces just an alternative way of parameterizing the above basis
The other two identities we need involve one Levi-Civita tensor
To prove the identity (4.8), write out the product
and then write F µρ 1 ρ 2 ρ 3 as minus the Levi-Civita tensor times its Hodge dual, and insert for F ν ρ 1 ρ 2 ρ 3 its definition in terms of F . Using the standard formula giving the product of two Levi-Civita tensors in terms of multiple products of Minkowski metrics, the right hand side of (4.10) becomes
which is (4.8) . The proof of the identity (4.9) is more involved and is outlined in Appendix B, see below for an indirect derivation.
It is now straightforward to compute the variations under δF = F of the polynomials (4.3)-(4.6)
(4.12)
The variation (4.12) is trivial. The variation (4.13) follows from the identity (4.8), and (4.14) follows from (4.9). A consistency check of these variations is provided by the identity (4.7). In fact, the variation δ(F F ) 2 = −4(F F )(F F ) agrees with formulas (4.12)- (4.14) . This provides the independent proof of the identity (4.9), mentioned above. The inequality (4.15), implying that K 4 cannot appear in a duality invariant polynomial, is proven in Appendix B.
We thus see that, out of the four polynomials (4.3)-(4.6), there are precisely two indipendent combinations which satisfy the GZGR condition (4.2), namely
Using the decomposition (4.7), they can be rearranged as
As expected, one of the polynomials, namely R 1 , is the universal canonical quartic invariant (2.32). The invariant R 2 represents instead a new, non-canonical, duality invariant quartic interaction.
Quartic deformations in the PST formulation
As in the GZGR formulation, we rewrite the PST condition 19) in place of (4.1). As before, since M(B) starts with quartic powers of the fields B I , the left hand side of this equation starts with terms of order four, while its right hand side starts with terms of order six. Therefore, the PST condition for the quartic deformation of the theory, that we continue to denote with M, reads
To rewrite this condition in a more convenient form, we introduce a "transformation parameter" ∆ µ , and define the formal variation 
which parallels the GZGR condition (4.2). Let us now search for solutions of this equation in an eight-dimensional space-time, where the magnetic fields are a doublet of three-tensors B Iµ 1 µ 2 µ 3 . For this purpose, it is convenient to perform an SO(1, 7) Lorentz transformation to rotate the unit vector v µ to the simple form v µ = (1, 0, · · · , 0). This has the advantage that the only non-vanishing components of the fields are the spatial ones B In 1 n 2 n 3 , n = (1, . . . , 7). We also introduce the seven-dimensional Hodge dual of B In 1 n 2 n 3 (in the remainder of this section the spatial indices will be contracted with the euclidean metric δ mn ) B n 1 ···n 4 = 1 3! ε n 1 ···n 7 B n 5 n 6 n 7 , B n 1 n 2 n 3 = 1 4! ε n 1 ···n 7 B n 4 ···n 7 .
(4.23)
In this frame, the variation (4.21) simplifies to δB In 1 n 2 n 3 = −∆ m ε IJ B Jmn 1 n 2 n 3 . Before facing the solution of the PST condition δM(B) = 0, one can ask how many independent quartic solutions are expected to exist. As we know from Section 3.2, this condition gives rise on the GZGR side to Lorentz invariant quartic polynomials, and there are precisely four of them, see (4.3)-(4.6). In addition, we are interested in SO(2) invariant polynomials, and, as we will see, this further constraint reduces the number of independent solutions from four to two.
To determine them explicitly, it is more convenient to impose first SO(2) invariance, and only then the PST condition.
A basis of SO(2) invariant and Lorentz invariant (in this form, actually, SO(7) invariant) quartic polinomials of B In 1 n 2 n 3 is given by the six elements 15
(4.25) 
where, as usual, it is understood that the non-written indices are contracted. The polynomials M 1 and M 5 rephrase the canonical invariants Q 1 and Q 2 in (3.49). To impose the PST condition (4.22), we must compute the variations of these polynomials under a transformation (4.24) 
which for v µ = (1, 0, · · · , 0) reduces to
Contracting the two Levi-Civita tensors one finds that the square of W n reduces to a combination of the above polynomials, namely 16
The variation of W n
then yields for the variation of its square
Knowing the variations of M 1 , M 2 and M 5 , one can so determine δM 3 . As the variations of M 4 and M 6 contain terms that do not appear in the other variations, they cannot give rise to polynomials that satisfy the PST condition (4.22) . Conversely, with the other four polynomials we can form the two combinations 
Matching the PST and GZGR deformations
Above we have determined the most general duality and Lorentz invariant quartic deformations of a non-linear Maxwell theory in both the GZGR and the PST formalisms, the polynomials R 1 and R 2 (4.17), and S 1 and S 2 (4.43), respectively. These results are new and interesting by themselves, but they also allow us to discuss the relation, and eventually the equivalence, of the two approaches in this specific case. The PST condition ensures that S 1 and S 2 , once mapped to the GZGR side, become Lorentz invariant polynomials of F . This means that they necessarily go over into linear combinations of the polynomials K 1 , · · · , K 4 in (4.3)-(4.6). Conversely, what is not guaranteed is that duality invariant interactions of the PST approach, as are S 1 and S 2 , go over to duality invariant interactions of the GZGR approach, namely to linear combinations of R 1 and R 2 . In this section, we verify this correspondence explicitly, thus supporting our conjecture -in the literature sometimes implicitly assumed -that the manifestly Lorentz invariant (GZGR) and the manifestly duality invariant (PST) formulations are eventually equivalent.
The check of this correspondence regards, actually, only S 2 , as the polynomial S 1 is the canonical PST quartic interaction, that we know already to correspond to the canonical quartic GZGR interaction R 1 , see equations (2.32) and (3.55). To map the polynomial S 2 to the GZGR side, we follow the general strategy of Method II outlined in Section 3.2. In fact, according to the mapping (3.48), it suffices to enforce in S 1 and S 2 the identifications
In this way, S 1 and S 2 go over into, see Appendix C for details,
Correspondingly, we must write out also R 1 and R 2 in terms of the fields E and B, using (2.24),
In fact, since S 1 and R 1 are proportional to the canonical invariants, formulas (4.45) and (4.47) can be read off directly from (3.55) and (2.32), respectively. From the above expressions one sees that S 1 and S 2 go indeed over to combinations of only the duality invariant polynomials R 1 and R 2 ,
This implies that the generic quartic deformation M = aS 1 + bS 2 of the PST approach corresponds, in the GZGR approach, to the deformation (apply (3.48) with n = 4)
Conclusions and outlook
The GZGR approach for duality invariant self-interactions of Maxwell fields in higher dimensional space-times features, as principal advantage, manifest Lorentz invariance, realized in a standard way. Conversely, SO(2)-duality and S-duality invariance are realized, at the level of equations of motion, by means of a non-linear differential equation on the Lagrangian L(F ), the GZGR condition (2.17). The PST approach has the advantage of realizing both dualities in a manifest way. In particular, SO(2) is realized as a Noether symmetry of the action. In turn, the implementation of Lorentz invariance -alias the condition of non-propagation of the auxiliary field a -imposes restrictions on the Hamiltonian N (B): as we have shown in this paper, the general condition the Hamiltonian must satisfy is the PST differential equation (3.16) .
Although there is a one-to-one correspondence between the (not necessarily Lorentz and/or duality invariant) functions L(F ) and N (B), there is no simple direct relation between the properties of the two formulations. We gave a proof that if N (B) satisfies the PST condition, then L(F ) is Lorentz invariant, and vice versa. What is in general not guaranteed is that the GZGR condition implies duality invariance on the PST side, and vice versa. However, if we restrict the functional dependencies of L(F ) and N (B) to canonical quadratic and quartic invariants, as we have shown, the two approaches are completely equivalent: although the resulting consistency conditions (2.28) and (3.53) are formally the same, being in turn equivalent to the Courant-Hilbert equation, the proof is highly non-trivial. In particular, the algebraic forms of the conditions for Lorentz and duality invariance in the two formulations are interchanged, making the relation non-intuitive.
A comparison between the two approaches going beyond canonical interactions has to cope with the technical problem that the respective consistency conditions (2.17) and (3.16) can hardly be solved in a closed form, and look formally rather different. The former is a scalar equation, ensuring invariance under the one-parameter group SO(2), whereas the latter amounts to an equation for a spatial vector, see for instance (4.22) , ensuring essentially invariance under special Lorentz transformations in D dimensions. In light of these general difficulties, we investigated the equivalence problem for the simplest, even though technically rather involved, non-canonical interactions, namely the most general duality invariant quartic interactions for a Maxwell theory in D = 8. It turned out that, on the GZGR side, there is one non-canonical (manifestly Lorentz invariant) duality invariant quartic interaction, while on the PST side there is one non-canonical (manifestly duality invariant) Lorentz invariant such interaction: we found that the two interactions describe the same physical dynamics. Despite the poor "statistical" significance of this result, we take this highly non-trivial check for a strong indication that the GZGR and PST formulations are, eventually, fully equivalent.
To test the GZGR/PST equivalence on a deeper level, one would need a general algorithm to solve the consistency conditions (2.17) and (3.16) order by order. Taking into account the next order F 6 , the Hamiltonian would have the form N (B) = 1 2 B I B I + M (4) (B) + M (6) (B), where the quartic polynomial is given by M (4) = aS 1 + bS 2 , see equations (4.49), and satisfies δM (4) = 0. The PST condition (4.19) then translates into the equation for the sixth-order polynomial
As in the case of the canonical invariants (3.54), this equation must allow for a "particular" solution M (6) , determined by the form of the quartic polynomial M (4) , but then, in principle, one must add the most general solution of the homogeneous equation δM (6) = 0. This homogeneous equation, for sixth order polynomials, has no solutions for canonical invariants, as one sees from the universal solution (3.54). However, we cannot exclude their existence for non-canonical sixth-order invariants. An analogous analysis applies for the GZGR condition (2.17) . As seen in the text, the algebra involved for the analysis of the quartic polynomials is already rather complex, and to determine the most general solution of the equation δM (4) = 0 we had to resort to some ingenious algebraic identities. To test the equivalence hypothesis in the more complex situation of sixth-order polynomials, one would need a more systematic algebraic algorithm, still to be developed. The inclusion of derivative couplings in the present framework presents no conceptual difficulties. In the GZGR formulation, one must replace equation (2.17) with the integral form (F F − L L) d D x = 0, where now F is no longer considered as the field strength of a potential, but as an independent field, and L µ 1 ···µn = (δ/δF µ 1 ···µn ) L(F ) d D x, see e.g. [40] . On the PST side, the consistency condition (3.16) remains formally the same, apart from the fact that the tensors N I are now functional derivatives, N I µ 1 ···µp = (δ/δB Iµ 1 ···µn ) N (B) d D x. This distinctive feature between the two formulations is not unexpected, as the two conditions ensure duality invariance and Lorentz invariance, respectively. Explicit duality invariant examples of derivative theories are, however, rather rare, even in D = 4; for an example of a quadratic theory, see, for instance, [4, 40] . The explicit construction of duality invariant non-linear derivative theories in dimensions D ≥ 8 is at the moment a completely unexplored field.
When non-linear duality invariant Maxwell theories are coupled to charged sources, there is a major difference arising between the two formulations, which is, actually, inherited from the linear theory. In the GZGR formulation, although the equations of motion are invariant under SO(2) rotations, the quantization condition for the charges -Dirac's original condition (2.43)is not invariant under SO (2) . In fact, the related action does not possess an SO(2) symmetry, not even at the formal level, i.e. if one rotates also the charges. In turn, this formulation entails the phenomenon of spin-statistics transmutation. Conversely, the quantization condition arising in the PST formulation -Schwinger's condition (3.29) -is SO(2)-invariant, as is the related action, and, correspondingly, it does not entail spin-statistics transmutation. In a truly SO(2) invariant theory there is, in fact, no elementary self-interaction of the r-th dyonic (n − 2)-brane with itself.
Four-dimensional duality invariant Maxwell theories are intimately related with the dynamics of chiral two-form potentials in a six-dimensional space-time. A double dimensional reduction of the latter theory produces a manifestly duality invariant Maxwell theory in D = 4, formulatedà la PST, as the Lorentz group splits into SO(1, 5) → SO(1, 3) × SO(2), see [31, 32] for the case of the Born-Infeld theory. A similar relation is expected to hold in general between chiral 2N-form potentials in D = 4N + 2, and duality invariant Maxwell theories in D = 4N. The simplest higher-dimensional case corresponds to chiral four-forms in D = 10, whose nonlinear dynamics should thus give rise to the non-linear (canonical and/or non-canonical) duality invariant Maxwell theories in D = 8 constructed in this paper. There is, however, no natural extension of a Born-Infeld-like dynamics or, more generally, of a "canonical" dynamics, for a chiral four-form in D = 10. The analysis of this interesting issue will be presented elsewhere [33] .
A Linking the PST and GZGR formulations of canonical theories
Establishing the link between the two approaches requires to establish an explicit relation between the derivatives N i and L i 17 . As first step, we write out the canonical variables on the PST side
and on the GZGR side
where we enforced the identification F = F 2 , leading to the equality P 3 = −nQ 3 . To connect the derivatives N i to L i , we use the constitutive relation between N and L (3.36)
and write out the conjugate variable of E 2 (see (3.37))
Using this expression, we can write out the variables Q 1 and Q 2 , and the Hamiltonian Computing the differential of the Hamiltonian we find ndN = L 1 dP 1 + L 2 dP 2 + 2(P 1 + nQ 3 ) dL 1 + 2P 2 dL 2 + n (
Similarly, it is straightforward to express the differentials dQ 1 and dQ 2 in terms of dP 1 , dP 2 , dL 1 , dL 2 , dQ 3 , and furthermore to compute the combination dQ 1 − n L 2 L 1 dQ 2 = Q 3 L 2 + 1 n L 1 L 1 dP 1 + L 2 dP 2 + 2(P 1 + nQ 3 ) dL 1 + 2P 2 dL 2 + 1 + L 2 1 + P 2 L 2 2 + (P 1 + 2nQ 3 ) L 1 L 2 dQ 3 .
Comparing this relation with (A.8), we eventually find an explicit expression for the differential of N (Q)
(A.9) Thus, we recover the relations between the derivatives we were looking for
(A.10)
Using these formulas, and inserting for Q 1 and Q 2 the expressions (A.5) and (A.6), we find the identity
that parallels the third relation in (A.10). From formulas (A.10) we also derive that
Using this relation, and the above expression of N 3 , (A.11) implies the further identity
B Proof of a tensor identity
We did not find any direct way to prove the identity (4.9). An indirect proof can be constructed as follows. Define the two quartic invariants (X is just the invariant (4.9) we are interested in)
Consider Y and write the second factor F ρσγ 1 γ 2 as minus the Hodge dual of F α 1 α 2 α 3 α 4 , and express the last factor F νσδ 1 δ 2 in terms of F β 1 β 2 β 3 β 4 , Y = − 1 (4!) 2 F µν γ 1 γ 2 ε ρσγ 1 γ 2 α 1 α 2 α 3 α 4 F α 1 α 2 α 3 α 4 F µρ δ 1 δ 2 ε νσδ 1 δ 2 β 1 β 2 β 3 β 4 F β 1 β 2 β 3 β 4 .
(B.2)
As the Levi-Civita tensors have one index in common, and the first and third F have the index µ contracted, there remains a contraction of seven completely antisymmetrized indices, which can be written as
It is a now a mere, though a bit lengthy, exercise to write out the antisymmetrization and to contract the indices. The result reproduces a combination of Y , X and (F F )(F F ), namely
which amounts to the identity (4.9). Alternatively, one may apply a similar procedure starting from the invariant X, by writing the first factor F µνγ 1 γ 2 as minus the Hodge dual of F α 1 α 2 α 3 α 4 . In this case the computation is even more lengthy, as one remains with the antisymmetrization of eight indices. This time Y cancels out, and the result is
which corresponds again to (4.9). On the other hand, the invariant Y cannot be proportional to the polynomial (F F )(F F ). In fact, would it be so, then also the combination X −2Y would be proportional to this polynomial
Consider now a field configuration for which the only non-vanishing components are α = F 0123 and β = F 4567 . Then the right hand side of (B.5) is non-vanishing, actually proportional to cαβ(α 2 − β 2 ), while the left hand side is zero. It follows that Y cannot be proportional to (F F )(F F ) (unless X − 2Y is identically zero, but from the first equality in (B.5) it is easily seen that this is not the case).
C Quartic polynomials in the PST and GZGR formulations
Setting in the relevant invariants in (4.25)-(4.30) B 1 = E and B 2 = B, one obtains M 1 = (EE) 2 + (BB) 2 + 2(EE)(BB), (C.1)
Inserting these expressions in the two independent PST-invariant combinations in (4.43) then yields (4.45), and (4.46). To write out the GZGR invariants in (4.17) in terms of the electric and magnetic fields, we specify the definitions (2.24) to D = 8 F i 1 ···i 3 0 = E i 1 ···i 3 , F i 1 ···i 4 = − 1 3! ε i 1 ···i 7 B i 5 ···i 7 .
(C.5)
The results for K 1 and (F F ) 2 are trivial
For K 2 , the computation is slightly more involved and leads to
where (F 0 F 0 )(F 0 F 0 ) = (EE) 2 , (C.8)
+ (BB) 2 − 6(EE)(BB). (C.10)
Thus, we obtain
Finally, the two GZGR invariant combinations in (4.17) become R 1 = 16 (EE) 2 + (BB) 2 − 2(EE)(BB) + 4(EB) 2 , (C.12)
which are formulas (4.47), (4.48).
